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03:20 @ Loch Rannoch:  

A SideTrek 
  



1.0 Introduction & Management  
When in the spring of 2019 the project to travel the recognised tourist routes of Scotland was 

conceived - there were 13 routes. At that time, the figure represented ‘A Baker’s Dozen’ of varied 

and beautiful driving, ranging from a mere 38 miles, to a massive 500 miles in length. Within a very 

short space of time the idea of using the number of routes as an analogy of a Baker’s Dozen, was 

already out of date as new routes were added by Visit Scotland. This was an indication of the 

continuing value and evolution of the routes, in that tourist organisations and other bodies were 

recognising their importance to visitors and to every tourism-related business along the routes. 

 

The aim of the project Scottish Tourist Routes - A View from Behind the Lens, is to: 

• Capture stills in digital and analogue, as well as digital video and sound 

• Provide information about SideTreks with guidance to more local aspects of a route 

• Provide interactive online Digital Route Books for each route 

• Make video and sound recordings available on YouTube 

• Produce a 2020 Scottish Tourist Routes calendar 

• Ultimately, produce a saleable coffee-table book of the highest quality.  

 

All routes are already defined in a guidance and overview format by Visit Scotland, and details can 

be found at https://www.visitscotland.com/see-do/tours/driving-road-trips/routes/. This project will 

go into some, but not all of the detail of the routes, market and promote local businesses and tourist 

attractions, and generally raise visitor awareness of what is in an area. 

 

John Baker, Project Initiator 

“As a photographer with decades of landscape, architectural and fine art experience, these routes 

have always intrigued me, even before they were recognised by official touristy titles. This appeal has 

been strengthened since moving to Tomintoul, the highest village in the Scottish Highlands, 

particularly as the village is part of the Snow Roads Scenic Route covering Blairgowrie in the south, to 

Grantown on Spey in the Highlands, a route which slightly overlaps with the older North East 250.  

Over many years living in Scotland, and through all seasons, I have probably travelled along some or 

all the selected routes, however, I have only ever photographed a very few of the beautiful areas 

along the way as I am usually the designated driver and simply passing from A to B.  

 

Now that I have more time to dedicate in pursuing such a large project, (and I am under no illusions 

as to just how big this project is,) I want to re-trace my steps using the tourist routes defined by 

VisitScotland.com, and to capture the delights along the way with my own interpretation in 

photography, video, and sound recording. 

 

The intention is that as each route is completed, the stills, video, and sound, will be edited to a high 

professional standard, and the route then published as an online interactive digital booklet. This will 

have links to further YouTube video footage, and feature sounds and interviews recorded along the 

way. Once all routes have been completed, the resulting images, video footage and sounds, will 

compiled into a high-quality coffee table book for sale to the general public. 

 

With an eye for the unusual as well as the conventional, I hope to provide a real insight into each 

route, and to encourage others to travel the same path. Along the way I intend to explore ‘the road 

less travelled’ as asides to the main routes, and also to interview individuals I meet, in order to give a 

‘local flavour’ to the sounds which will accompany the images and video. 

 

Another aim of the project is to interact with tourist, conservation and other organisations such as 

Cairngorms National Park, Tomintoul and Glenlivet Development Trust (TGDT), Visit Scotland, 

Scottish Tourist Board, Highland Regional Council and other related organisations, all to further 

interest in the Tourist Routes themselves, and Scotland in general.” 

https://www.visitscotland.com/see-do/tours/driving-road-trips/routes/


 

Kylesku: 

North Coast 500 
 

  



About: Stills Photography 

Although the tourist routes are mainly landscape oriented, there is also an extremely rich and 

diverse heritage of architecture and local tourist attractions to be encountered. By capturing these 

in addition to just the landscape imagery, this comprehensive cover will present the entirety of the 

route in as varied a manner as possible. 

 

Spec: All digital stills will be captured to a minimum standard of 24Mp. Analogue stills will be in 

6x4.5cm or 6x6cm format, then scanned to 1200dpi or higher for quality reproduction. 

 

About: Video 

Not every subject will lend itself to video, and the intention is not to create a documentary about 

each route. For this reason the video footage will be restricted to action items such as waterfalls, 

trains, traffic, vehicles, people, street scenes, pathways and anything else of shall we say – a more 

dynamic nature. In a sense, the moving images will help to link the still images. 

 

Spec: All video will be shot on MiniDV tape with CD-quality sound at a minimum of 44.1kHz. On 

completion of editing, they will be uploaded to YouTube into a dedicated Scottish Tourist Routes 

area. 

 

About: Sound Recordings 

It is anticipated that the occasional interview will be recorded when talking to people about an area. 

(For example, a post-mistress in a remote village, a shepherd, ghillie, landowner, other visitors etc., 

as well as wildlife and other sounds, which will all add to the audio-visual mix intended for the 

project and help provide an additional authentic local perspective. 

 

Spec: All soundbites will be digitally recorded to CD quality. (44.1kHz) 

 

About: ‘SideTreks’ 

SideTrek is the term the project has coined to define any additional sightseeing detours. SideTreks 

will be clearly defined and contain information regarding the travelling distance away from the main 

route, any level of difficulty such as single track with passing places or a dirt track, if there is a 

footpath, steepness or difficulty of access, etc. OS map grid references will be used, and GPS 

coordinates will be provided for ease of navigation. 

 

As these detours will often be based on local or heuristic knowledge, they will take the follower of 

the route to see something they might not otherwise have known was there. 

 

See the next right-hand page for an example SideTrek. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Gairloch: 

North Coast 500:  

 

 

  



Example of how a ‘SideTrek’ will be defined 

Route:  Snow Roads Scenic Route 

SideTrek: 01 

Location Name: Loch Pityoulish 

 
Route:    Due south of the north end of the Snow Roads Route (at Grantown on Spey).  

OS Grid Ref:  NH 92072 14141  

Latitude:  57° 12' 19" N  

Longitude:  3° 47' 17" W 

GPS Start:  Grantown on Spey  GPS End: Loch Pityoulish 

Parking:  Unmarked, at the roadside, but limited to about 4 cars (at a push). There is 

additional (gated) parking which may be available about 100 Yards north of the loch-end access 

point. 

Distance:   Walking can range from a few yards to miles 

Pedestrian Access:  Very easy as the loch is only a few paces from the parking point 

Disabled Access:  Path reasonably well defined. Tree roots can make going rough in places. 

The farther you go from the parking, becomes wheelchair unfriendly. 

Of Special Interest:   

1. About ¼ of a mile clockwise along the loch to the north-west, there is a small walled family 

burial ground about 40 paces up the hill. 

2. Watch for the burn which passes under the road at the parking point. Because of the 

landscape, it appears to flow uphill towards the north. 

3. Access to the further forested area involves crossing a drystone dyke. Be aware of barbed 

wire. 

 

How to get there: Either take the A95 south of Grantown on Spey and leave that to pass through 

Boat of Garten then following signs for Loch of Garten (SideTrek-02). At the T-junction past Boat of 

Garten and after crossing the Spey, turn right and follow the B970 south. The Pityoulish loch-end is 

on the left. Park on the right. 

 

Shopping: Aviemore and Grantown on Spey. 

 

Accommodation: There is a lot to choose from at all store levels in the area, including hotels, guest 

houses, self-catering, and B&Bs. These may all be busy if there is snow on the hills, and in general 

book in advance if staying throughout the high season building from May, and through to 

September. 

 

Fuel/Recharge: Aviemore (BP Filling Station) 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Church: 

Galloway  



About: Digital Route Books 

As each route is completed, a completed professionally published e-book will be compiled, edited 

and published. This will then be available online at Issuu, the online partner of intelligen Ltd. 

(intelligen are one of the projects key sponsors.) The e-book will adopt a format close to that of the 

finished coffee-table book and will also feature additional interactive content not available in print. 

The online partner is www.issuu.com.  

 

About: The DVD 

Appealing to tourists from any country, the DVD will be available in PAL and SECAM formats. It will 

be possible to buy the DVD separately from the book as a standalone guide to the Scottish Tourist 

Routes. 

 

About: The Coffee-table Book 

During the first few months of the project, a small number of specialist Scottish/UK printers will be 

asked to provide book samples. These will be printers who can demonstrate a pedigree in fine 

art/photographic reproduction to ensure the best possible quality is achieved.  

 

A hardback edition with a flysheet will be produced. At first to a limited run of 100. Subsequently, a 

softback edition will be published as well. 

 

Both editions of the book will be identical in content, and it is the plan that the book will generally 

further interest in all the routes travelled, and their respective SideTreks, and to market and 

promote Scottish tourism.  

 

About: The Calendar 

A select few images will be chosen to represent each of the routes. The 13-month calendar will be in 

A3 format, and available for 2020. If successful, this can be repeated for 2021 with a fresh set of 

images. 

 

About: Image Sales 

Images will be available to the public as high-quality enlargements onto quality papers. An online 

catalogue will show small reproductions of the images so that buyers can clearly see the image 

content. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.issuu.com/


 

Red Castle (Lunan Bay): 

Angus Coastal Route 

  



2.0 Commercial 
The project will be partly self-funded but with additional sponsorship most welcome. It will be self-

published by intelligen Ltd. 

 

Electronic Publishing 

This will be managed by intelligen Ltd., who are already well experienced in magazine and 

supplement publishing in both print and digital media. 

 

Print publishing 

This will also be handled by intelligen Ltd., with a suitable book printer to be selected from a short-

list to provide the high quality required. Book distribution will be arranged to suit the marketplace. 

(e.g. online, key Scottish bookstores, and major Scottish tourist outlets.) 

 

Sponsorship 

As this will be a key element in the undertaking of the project, sponsorship will be available at 

various levels. This is already under way, and a full list of sponsor and partner opportunities is 

provided in Appendix 1. (As this changes frequently, check for updates with John Baker on (+44) 

01807 580282, or via email: johnbaker@intelligen.co.uk.  

 

About John Baker 

A photographer and videographer since 1959, John’s 60 years behind the lens has resulted in his 

being well established as a published journalist and photojournalist. As a journalist his current work 

is mainly in the information and document management sectors, and as a photojournalist he works 

in technical photography and the conservation and preservation of printed ephemera. His publishing 

company (intelligen Ltd.) has just taken a key B2B journal to its 50th year in print with John as Deputy 

Editor. Recent R&D has resulted in a foray into the digital re-publishing of out-of-print and out-of-

copyright book, magazine, catalogue and comic titles covering many genres. 

 

John first learned his craft as an amateur photographer throughout the 1960’s, moving into photo 

retail and then professional photography and photo-technical work in the 70’s. Photographic 

equipment sales and management, were the main thrust of the 80’s, where John rose to become 

Branch Operations Manager for a leading UK photo retailer. Video filming skills have since been 

added to his commercial and technical stills photography competencies. His early technical 

photographic work included time spent working on the famous George Washington Wilson 

Collection which is held by the University of Aberdeen in Scotland. John is also the inventor of an 

‘exposure by-pass system’ for a range of planetary microfilm cameras, and more recently with 

further skills obtained in IT, he developed a subsea pipeline video inspection system which was 

synched to an inspection database. This software allowed engineers to assess subsea pipeline 

inspection videos in direct relation to their position under the ocean. 

 

John has successfully made the transition from analogue to digital image and video capture, but 

nonetheless still waxes lyrical about what he describes as, ‘The sheer quality that traditional film can 

produce’.  

 

Although he has an eye for an unusual angle or subject, he does not let that interfere with the 

capture of conventional quality imagery to convey a photographic or video message. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

mailto:johnbaker@intelligen.co.uk


 

 

Pipe Band at The Square, Tomintoul: 

Snow Roads | Highland Tourist Route | North East 250  



3.0 Timescale 
The project is already passed the conceptual and overview planning stage, and detailed planning of 

the first routes is well under way. 

 

Those first routes will be covered during the summer months of 2019. Some routes will lend 

themselves to their best interpretation nearer to or into the autumn. This might entail revisiting 

some sites to capture the full seasonal splendour. It is anticipated that the capture part of the 

project will end with the Snow Roads Scenic Route in the winter months for maximum effect.  

 

Some of the shorter routes will be consolidated into one trip to keep costs keen, and to maximise 

time spent away from base. As some routes overlap, that will further consolidate the capture side of 

the project, as will the introduction of any suitable existing images which John has already taken. 

Additional routes will be added to the project as they occur. 

 

The workflow phase, comprising sifting through and assessing all the images and footage gathered 

and then compiling online content, is estimated to take a further 3 months leading to Christmas 

2019. During the final part of 2019, the interim digital publications for individual routes will be 

published ad-hoc and as each route is completed. In parallel to this, suitable book printers will be 

vetted, and the likely extent of distribution assessed as well. This will allow more accurate 

estimation of the likely print run and also reveal logistical requirements. Book editing will be 

performed in the first half of 2020, with an estimated publication in July 2020. 

 

In all, an estimated 13 months duration, not including provision for covering additional routes as 

they become recognised. 

  



Marischal College & Robert the Bruce statue, Aberdeen: 

Angus Coastal Route | Deeside + Highland Tourist Routes  



4.0 The Tourist Routes of Scotland 
 

Details of all routes are on the www.VisitScotland.com web site, so there is little mileage, (pun 

intended,) in repeating that detail here.  

 

The following listing only reflects routes recognised at the time of writing. It is anticipated that the 

list will require regular updates as Visit Scotland attempt to fill in the gaps on the road map, and to 

link routes to one another. 

 

Route Name Start and/or Finish  Miles/km Days  Consolidated 

Locations     Needed  With* …. 

Angus  Dundee/Aberdeen  68/103  2  Perthshire 

Argyll  Tarbet/Fort William  129/208 4  Clyde 

Borders  Carlisle/Edinburgh  89/143  3  Galloway 

Clyde  Abington/Hamilton  38/61  2  Argyll 

Deeside  Perth/Aberdeen  108/174 4 

Fife  Kincardine/Newport on Tay 77/124  3  Forth 

Forth  Edinburgh/Stirling  43/69  2  Fife 

Galloway Gretna/Ayr   92/148  4  Borders 

Highland Aberdeen/Inverness  116/187 4 

Moray  Inverness/Loch Fleet  80/128  3 

North & West Ullapool/John o’ Groats  158/254 5  NW 500 

N/Coast 500 Inverness/Inverness  500/805 8  North & West 

Perthshire Greenloaning/Ballinluig  43/69  2  Angus 

 

* Dependent on progress made and logistics, some routes may need to be followed in isolation. 

 

Total Estimated Days (on the road) 46+ 

 

  

http://www.visitscotland.com/


Typical Flora of the Winter Gardens, Aberdeen: 

Angus Coastal Route | Deeside + Highland Tourist Routes   



 

Appendix 1: Sponsorship & Partnering 
 

Sponsorship 
This will be ongoing. Sponsorship can either be via the provision of finance through a straight 

donation, or through goods/supplies and/or equipment donated. Crowdfunding may be utilised to 

cover the not insignificant cost of producing the book and possibly the calendar as well. 

 

Any company or individual providing ANY level of assistance will be fully credited with prominence 

on a level-of-contribution basis. For major support provided, companies, (or nominated/named 

organisations,) will be featured within both the e-book and in the final printed book. They will also 

be credited in video titles. Basically, anyone assisting with the project will be credited. 

 

Key sponsorship elements leading to the success of the project will comprise: 

 

• Transportation/accommodation 

• Protective clothing 

• Capture equipment and accessories 

o Still camera kit 

o Movie camera kit 

• GPS/mapping 

• Post-capture (Image & footage production) 

• Publishing (Book, DVD, Calendar) 

• Retail Opportunities 

 

A report or review on the prolonged use of any item used under field conditions can be produced at 

the end of the project. The donor will be then be free to use that information and any related 

imagery for marketing, publication, and promotion. 

 

The status of sponsorship is indicated as follows: 

 

     Already Donated 

     In Discussion (but not yet 100% committed) 

     Opportunity (still open) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Grampian Motor Museum, Bus Interior, Alford 

Highland Tourist Route   



Transportation/accommodation 
This was a tricky first item to balance correctly. A caravan or campervan would be the optimum 

solution. This choice was made over that of hotel and/or B&B accommodation as it allows maximum 

freedom in terms of the timing of photo sorties. (Very early starts and very late finishes are 

anticipated along all routes, in order to capture optimal lighting conditions. (Timing is particularly 

important during the summer months, as it allows extended photographic coverage on either side of 

dawn and dusk.) 

 

Security is a serious consideration, not only applicable to personal safety but also to the mode of 

transport and its contents as well. When the project is under way, it would not be prudent to 

advertise it in a manner which might make it obvious that the vehicle may contain high-value 

equipment. Therefore, there will be no overt project identification on view. Once journeys are 

completed however, every opportunity will be used to promote the sponsors and donating 

organisations. 

 

The use of a caravan/campervan will also provide crucial workspace for en-route image/footage 

backup, which will be a major aspect of the digital image and footage workflow. It will also allow 

space to prepare layouts for publication, blogs, vlogs, and web site updates. 

 

Donation Of …. Detail £ Status 

Loan of Caravan/Campervan TBD £TBD      In Discussion 

NOTE: Full credit will be given to the donating company, or if the vehicle is privately 
owned, this can be a nominated company name or other or organisation such as a charity. 

Vehicle/Contents Insurance  £TBD      Opportunity 

Use of Car Nissan Qashqai 4x4 Undisclosed      Already Donated 

Roadside Assistance (Return to Base) £16/month      Already Donated 

Fuel  £TBD      Opportunity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AA Patrolman at Grampian Motor Museum, Alford 

Highland Tourist Route  



Protective clothing 
There is a small requirement for protective clothing. Scotland, even in the height of summer, can still 

be cold and wet. Prolonged use of a photography vest and a substantial waterproof jacket would 

benefit both the project and the donor.  

 

Donation Of …. Detail £ Status 

High-viz vest  £20      Already Donated 

LowePro 
Technical Vest 

Or similar £107      Opportunity 

Showerproof Walking Jacket For day-to-day use £25      Already Donated 

Berghaus 
Paclite 2.0 Jacket 

Or similar extreme weather Ca. £150      Opportunity 

Karrimor  
Trekker Walking Poles 

Or similar £20      Opportunity 

Any other item* £??       Opportunity 

* Meaning any item deemed useful to the project by the donating company. All suggestions 
considered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fort Kinnaird Shopping Centre, Building Detail, Edinburgh: 

Borders Historic Route  



Capture Equipment 
Although there is already a Nikon EF system with many Nikon and other accessories in place, the 

current equipment is 24Mp on an APS-C sensor. Ideally, to maximise publication quality, full-frame 

Nikon would be preferable with either a superzoom or a small range of lenses covering wide-angle 

to telephoto.  

 

A medium format film camera has already been purchased by John, and will be used on-project. This 

will allow a select few images to be capable of very large print-back for promotional material, and 

for the proposed 2020 calendar featuring the routes. 

 

(New, second-user, loan or donation – All Welcomed): 

Still Equipment Detail Ca. £ Status 

Nikon D5200 (APS-C Sensor) £500      Already Donated 

Nikon or 3rd-Party D5200 Grip £45      Already Donated 

Nikon or 3rd-Party Superzoom (17-300mm) £450      Already Donated 

Nikon or 3rd-Party Wireless Activator (WU-1a) £50      Opportunity 

Nikon Full Frame       Opportunity 

Nikon or 3rd-Party 24 or 28mm (for full-frame)       Opportunity 

Nikon or 3rd-Party 35-70mm (for full-frame)       Opportunity 

Nikon or 3rd-Party 70-210mm (for full-frame)       Opportunity 

Nikon or 3rd-Party Wireless Activator       Opportunity 

Bronica ETRSi £300      Already Donated 

Manfrotto Main Tripod £130      Already Donated 

Manfrotto Travel Tripod £45      Already Donated 

Light Meter Weston Master V £50      Already Donated 

 

Video Detail Ca. £ Status 

DV/HD Camera Main Camera £800      Already Donated 

2nd Unit DV/HD Camera 2nd Unit Camera £500      Already Donated 

Action HD GoPro or equivalent £300      Opportunity 

Digital Video Edit Software DV Studio or equivalent £200      Already Donated 

Video Tripod Head For existing Manfrotto £125-£150      Opportunity 

360 Panoramic Accessory 360 degree pan capability £Undisclosed      Already Donated 

    

Sound    

Stereo Digital Sound Rec. 44kHz capability £100      Already Donated 

Stereo Microphone Stereo capability £50      Already Donated 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Auchindoun Castle, Nr. Dufftown 

North East 250: SideTrek  



GPS/Mapping 
This requirement is minimal as only clearly established/recognised tourist routes will be used. The 

OS (Ordnance Survey) system will be used to pinpoint all relevant locations on the linear graphic 

maps or other route maps yet to be compiled. Permission will be sought for use, although the OS 

have an excellent online facility in place for this type of work. 

 

An online recce using the OS maps will be performed in preparation before following a route. This 

will allow pinpointing of non-signposted but nonetheless potentially interesting places to be visited 

which may be included either as a part of the main trek or as a SideTrek. 

 

Item Detail £ Status 

Silva Walking Compass Transparent Base £22      Already Donated 

Waterproof Map Pouch  £10      Already Donated 

    

    

    

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



House for an Art Lover, Glasgow: 

Clyde Valley Tourist Route 

(SideTrek) 
  



Post-capture (Image & footage production) 
Images Detail £ Status 

Adobe CC Adobe Photoshop £9/month      Already Donated 

Adobe CC Adobe Lightroom      Already Donated 

    

Video Software    

Studio Ultimate Upgrade Only Required £60      Opportunity 

    

 

  



Evening Light, North of Ullapool: 

North Coast 500 | North and West Highlands 
 

 

 

  



Publishing 
Item Detail £ Status 

Project Business Cards To promote the project c.a. £15*      Already Donated 

Project Leaflet A4/2x-sides colour promo c.a. £35*      In Discussion 

DTP Software Professional-level page 
composition 

Open 
Source 

     Already Donated 

PDF Software Professional-level page output Open 
Source 

     Already Donated 

    

Production    

eBooks Online publishing & hosting £30/month      Already Donated 

HARD Cover Book 
(Initial run of 100) 

Printing, VAT & shipping c.a. £900*      Opportunity 

SOFT Cover Book 
(Initial run of 100) 

Printing, VAT & shipping c.a. £TBA*      Opportunity 

2020 Calendar (Run of 100) Printing & shipping c.a. £250*      Opportunity 
 

* If paying the printer directly, VAT registered companies can claim-back/offset output VAT if applicable 

 

  



Backwater Dam, Glenisla: 

Snow Roads | Deeside Tourist Route: SideTrek  



Retail Opportunities (Partnership & Distribution deals available on request) 
Item Detail £ RETAIL 

eBooks Available online in page-
turning format 

FREE Preview Only 
No download capability 

  Free Preview with option to 
purchase for £1.99 which allows 
the buyer to download a full-
colour professional quality and 
therefore printable PDF. (To take 
on the journey.) 

HARDCOVER Book (Signed) A4, Full Colour, Est. 96 pages £24.95 + P&P 

SOFTCOVER Book (Signed) A4, Full Colour, Est. 96 pages £14.95 + P&P 

2020 Calendar 13pp, Full Colour, printed on 
high-quality art paper, with 
light board back. 

£9.95 + P&P 

 

  



Sunset from Girvan Beach, Firth of Clyde: 

South West Coastal 300 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for reading. For more information please contact: 

johnbaker@intelligen.co.uk 

+44 (0)1807 580282  

Visit: A View from Behind the Lens 

mailto:johnbaker@intelligen.co.uk
https://intelligen7.wixsite.com/behindthelens

